Topic models extract representative word sets-called topics-from word counts in documents without requiring any semantic annotations. Topics are not guaranteed to be well interpretable, therefore, coherence measures have been proposed to distinguish between good and bad topics. Studies of topic coherence so far are limited to measures that score pairs of individual words. For the first time, we include coherence measures from scientific philosophy that score pairs of more complex word subsets and apply them to topic scoring.
Introduction
Topic model inference searches for a representation of word count distributions of documents as combination of some topic distributions based on word counts. It is not considered how well derived topics (i.e., the top words) can be interpreted by humans. Recently, coherence measures [7, 9] have been proposed to distinguish between good and bad topics based on top words with respect to interpretability. Topic models have been combined with coherence measures by introducing specific priors on topic distributions [7, 8] .
It is interesting to note that all coherence measures evaluated so far take a set of words as input and compute a sum of scores over pairs of words from the input set [15] . This falls short for examples like {bow, tie, match, deck} where the word pairs have semantic relations (e.g., {bow, deck} as parts of a ship or {bow, tie} as terms of music or clothing) but the set as a whole is not interpretable. However, a coherence measure based on word pairs would assign a good score. In scientific philosophy measures have been proposed that compare pairs of more complex word subsets instead of just word pairs. The main contribution of this paper is to compare coherence measures of different complexity with human ratings. Furthermore, we include in our study not just word sets generated from topics found by some topic model, but we examine word sets derived by direct optimization of a coherence measure. This tests whether a coherence measure specifies a useful optimization goal on its own terms.
In Section 2, we briefly review coherence measures proposed in different scientific communities: NLP, computational linguistics and scientific philosophy. Section 3 shows the setup and results of our evaluation study and in Section 4 we discuss the results and conclude the paper.
Coherence Measures
Coherence measures have been proposed in the NLP community to evaluate topics constructed by some topic model. In a more general setting, coherence measures have been discussed in scientific philosophy as a formalism to quantify the hanging and fitting together of information pieces [3] .
Topic coherence has been proposed as an intrinsic evaluation method for topic models [9, 10] . It is defined as average or median of pairwise word similarities formed by top words of a given topic. Word similarity is grounded on external data not used during topic modeling [8] . The UCIcoherence uses point wise mutual information (PMI) and word cooccurrence counts collected from Wikipedia based on a boolean window model 1 . This word similarity measure induces orderings from bad to good topics that come closest to human coherence judgements.
In [6] inferred posterior distributions of topics are visually analyzed how well they fit the real observations. However, no coherence measure is proposed to automattically judge interpretability of word sets. The coherence measure proposed in [7] is also based on cooccurrences of word pairs. Given an ordered list of words T = w 1 , . . . , w n the UMass-coherence is defined as
A boolean document model is assumed to estimate word probabilities p, i.e., p(w m , w l ) is the ratio of number of documents containing both words w m , w l and the total number of documents in the corpus D. The smoothing count 1/D is added to avoid calculating the logarithm of zero.
Formalized coherence measures have been proposed in scientific philosophy [2, 14, 12, 13] . The framework proposed in [3] unifies several concepts and introduces general qualitative and quantitative coherence measures. We describe the general framework in the context of word sets. Let W = {w 1 , . . . , w n } be a set of words and W ⊆ W . According to boolean document model, let p(W ) be the ratio of the number of documents containing all words of W divided by the number of documents D. The following three different qualitative coherence notions check whether certain subsets of W increase the conditional probability of other subsets of W . This is formalized by defining pairs of word subsets (W , W * ) with W , W * ⊆ W and requiring that W * supports W , i.e., p(W |W * ) > p(W ) holds for all of the required pairs. One-all coherence requires that each word w is supported by the complement W \ {w}. The more complex one-any coherence checks that each word w is supported by all subsets W * ⊆ W \ {w}. The most restrictive anyany coherence requires that each possible, non-empty subset W ⊂ W is supported by all other, non-overlapping subsets W * ⊆ W \ W . Formally, the sets of word set pairs are defined as:
Quantitative coherence measures C d,x (W ) are derived by averaging some confirmation measure d(·, ·), which quantifies how strong W * supports W , over all pairs of subsets S x (W ), x ∈ {one-all, one-any, any-any}, depending on the coherence type x. Following [3] , we use difference measure (a.k.a. interest in association rule mining literature) as confirmation measure. Given two non-overlapping subsets W , W * ⊆ W this measure is defined as:
To avoid artifacts, conditional probabilities are neglected for quantitative coherence, when they are computed on a very small subset of the corpus, i.e., the condition specifies a subset of ten or less documents. Note that the framework is very flexible. Both, probability estimation and confirmation measure could be substituted by boolean window model or PMI as in [9] respectively.
Run time complexities of all proposed coherence measures depend on the number of word set pairs. One-all coherence is linear, UMass and UCI are quadratic and one-any as well as any-any coherence are exponential in size of word set W . Despite, the latter two coherences have exponential running times, we assume that their application in practice is possible. Many techniques from mining frequent item sets may be borrowed that exploit sparsity in text data. However, a detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this paper.
Evaluation
We evaluated coherence measures from Section 2 in three experiments on word sets generated from English and German Wikipedia articles. The two corpora used consist of articles containing the terms "movie" and the German translation "film" respectively to ensure that the human raters are The first experiment evaluates whether a coherence measure specifies a useful optimization goal on its own terms. The ability of the coherence measures to mimic human judgements is tested in the second experiment. The third experiment investigates the applicability of the coherences to topic modeling.
Experiment I. We generated word sets by directly optimizing coherence using heuristic beam search [11] . A beam search is initialized with a word set comprising of a single word. Then the algorithm evaluates all possible extensions by another word. It keeps the k word sets which have the largest coherences. Those are recursively extended by the same principle until a predefined word set length l is reached. Thus, k l−1 word sets are generated for a given initial word. For both corpora, the 20 top TF-IDF terms have been selected as initial terms. Given some coherence measure and choosing beamwidth k = 3 and length of word sets l = 5, 3
5−1 = 81 word sets are generated for each initial word, thus, 81 * 20 = 1620 words sets in total. Except UCI coherence -which does not rely on the given corpus -for every coherence we randomly sampled 100 of these word sets for human rating. Additionally we created 100 word sets randomly as baseline, thus, 500 word sets in total. Each word set was rated by at least three different human volunteers 3 regarding its interpretability as either good (all five words are related to each other), neutral (three or four words are related) or bad (at most two words are related). The kappa statistics [4] about the agreements among the volunteers are κ = 0.595 and κ = 0.49 for German and English data respectively. The smaller kappa for English word sets might be due to the volunteers' lesser faculty of speech in the foreign language than in their mother tongue. Table 1 shows the percentage of word sets regarding the ratings of the majority per coherence measure used for construction.
Experiment II. For each of the 500 word sets of the first experiment, all five coherence measures are derived. In Table 2 , second and third columns show the rank correlations between the orderings of the topics by average score of human ratings and the respective coherence measure.
Experiment III. For each corpus we generated 100 topics using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [1] 4 . Each topic has been rated by human volunteers (κ = 0.45 for German and κ = 0.29 for Englisch topics). In Table 2 , columns four and five report the rank correlations between the orderings of the topics by average score of human ratings and the respective coherence measure.
Discussion and Conclusion
The results of the first experiment show that if we are using the one-any, any-any and one-all coherences directly for optimization they are leading to meaningful word sets. The second experiment shows that these coherence measures are able to outperform the UCI coherence as well as the UMass coherence on these generated word sets. For evaluating LDA topics any-any and one-any coherences perform slightly better than the UCI coherence. The correlation of the UMass coherence and the human ratings is not as high as for the other coherences.
Our results clearly show that comparing just word pairs via conformation measures can lead to poor performing coherence measures. This indicates that evaluating word pairs is not enough to mimic human ratings.
Our results might give rise to the development of new priors for topic models. However, directly optimizing coherence may lead to other meaningful word sets that maybe missed by topic models. Therefore, it is worth to explore multi-criteria optimization for learning topic models instead of combining coherence measures as prior distributions with topic model inference. Additional future work should focus on exploring the characteristics of the different coherences. This should include the different conformation measures, the document model used and possible requirements which are imposed on the corpus by the coherences.
